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Oh yogi…why take the time to do 
shoulder strengtheners?  

On a purely physical level, strong shoulders allow us to 
execute many fun asanas without injury to the 
shoulder structures that support them…poses like 
handstand, pincha mayurasana and chaturanga 
dandasana. Men, because of their strong shoulder 
muscles, often excel at these poses—once they build 
up the flexibility that is also required.  

But women sometimes need to focus less on flexibility 
and more on stability in the shoulder complex. 
Therefore we recommend these for you if you are 
uber-flexible and need to build some stability in this 
joint complex or are already experiencing shoulder 
pain or injury. 

On a psychoemotional level, strong shoulders give us a 
feeling of strength to carry our burdens with dignity 
and grace. Awesome posture comes from shoulders 
that are stately and hang nicely from the clavicles. 
Hunched, rounded shoulders reflect the tendency of 
the mind to succumb to the pressures of life.  

Just as we can change our outer world by changing 
our inner one, we can affect our inner experience by 
changing our physiology…strong shoulders help us feel 
a sense of inner strength and fortitude. 

Awarenesses 

• As always consistency is key. Add this routine 
two times a week to your schedule and you’ll 
notice a positive change in a couple of weeks.  

• Choose a band or weight that works for your 
current strength level. It doesn’t take much 
resistance or weight to feel the effects of these 
very specific movements.  

• Perform each movement 12 reps, exhaling on 
the effort and inhaling a bit slower on the recovery 
phase.  

• Use a soft ujjayi breath to help pace your 
breathing.  

• It’s best to do all of the exercises, skipping none.  
• Avoid shrugging your shoulders and notice the 

orientation of the hand and arm—it’s important to 
follow the directions and images to get the best 
results.

Strong shoulders, strong mind…
by Tania Jo Ingrahm, eRYT200 
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The Blissful Yoginis are Tania Jo Ingrahm and Rupali Embry, friends and yoga teaching partners for a billion 
years. Together they have taught private clients, public workshops and classes, corporate clients, retreats, 
intensives, yoga teacher trainings and owned a yoga studio. Their greatest joy is helping you deepen your 
yoga teacher skills and build a thriving, sustainable yoga business that you love. You can find them in 
Hawaii, on the internet (www.blissfulyogini.com) and wherever Spirit moves them.  

1) Barmaid (flexion while standing) 

Palm faces forward by hip and remains in that 
orientation through range of motion, from low 
to high. Slight bend in the elbow. Can be done 
with light weight or elastic band.  

Photos: Shown are the start position and the end position of 
each exercise. Perform each movement 12 reps, exhaling on 
the exertion and inhaling a bit slower on the recovery phase.  
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2) Lost in space Robot (supraspinatus 
strengthening) 

Palm faces away from body with thumb down. 
Bring arm up and forward about 30 degrees 
from side. Do not lock elbow. Thumb stays 
pointing down as arm raises. 

3) Flasher (lying on side or standing) 

Perform either while lying on side using a 
light weight or standing using a cable system 
or elastic tube. Range of motion is the same 
in either orientation. Keep the elbow bent at a 
90° angle and upper arm held close to side. 
Begin with arm across the torso and rotate it 
out to side (or up towards ceiling, if lying on 
side). 

4) Wrap-it-up (lying on side or standing) 

Either lying on side using a light weight or 
standing and using a cable system or elastic 
tube. Range of motion is the same in either 
orientation. Keep the elbow bent at a 90° 
angle and upper arm held close to side. Begin 
with arm out to side and draw it across the 
torso (or up towards ceiling, if lying on side). 

5) Dry your wings (abduction while 
standing) 

Using a light weight, cable or elastic tube, 
raise the arms out to the sides of the body. 
Elbow is slightly bent and palm will face 
towards the floor as arms rise.
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6) Full flasher (standing) 

Using cable or elastic tube, begin with arm 
across the body at shoulder level, parallel 
to floor. Pull arm across body through a 
pain-free range of motion. Keep shoulders 
steady. 

7) Full wrap-it-up (standing) 

Using cable or elastic tube, begin with 
arm out to the side at shoulder level, 
parallel to floor. Pull arm across body 
through a pain-free range of motion. 
Keep shoulders steady. 

8) Tree chopper (diagonal shoulder 
extension) 

Grasp tubing with arm above shoulder and 
across body. Pull downward and away from 
your body. Return slowly to starting 
position. 

9) Shades down (diagonal shoulder 
flexion) 

Grasp tubing with arm above shoulder 
and behind you. Pull downward and 
across body. Return slowly to starting 
position.
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10) Shades up (active resistive 
diagonal) 

Using tubing, start with arm out to side, 
palm down. Raise arm up, out and 
across body, rotating arm as you move 
so thumb continues to point back. 

11) Ta da! (active resistive diagonal) 

Using tubing, start with palm facing behind 
you. Pull arm out, up and across body, rotating 
arm as you move so palm faces forward at 
the top. 

Let us know how these worked for you and 
whether you’re seeing results! 

Stay up-to-date…“Like” our Page on Facebook: www.facebook.com/blissedoutyogini
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